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Abstract. In the past several years, autonomous driving turned out
to be a target for many technical players. Automated driving requires
new and advanced mechanisms to provide safe functionality and the in-
creased communication makes automated vehicles more vulnerable to
attacks. Security is already well-established in some domains, such as
the IT sector, and now spills over to Automotive. In order to not rein-
vent the wheel, existing security methods and tools can be evaluated and
adapted to be applicable in other domains, such as Automotive. In the
European H2020 ECSEL project SECREDAS, this approach is followed
and existing methods, tools, protocols, best practices etc. are analyzed,
combined and improved to be applicable in the field of connected ve-
hicles. To provide modular and reusable designs, solutions are collected
in form of design patterns. The SECREDAS design patterns describe
solution templates to solve security, safety and privacy issues related to
automated systems. The grouping and classification of design patterns is
important to facilitate the selection process which is a challenging task
and weak classification schemes can be a reason for a sparse application
of security patterns, which represent a subgroup of design patterns. This
work aims to assist automotive software and systems engineers in adopt-
ing and using technologies available on the market. The SECREDAS
security patterns are based on existing technologies, so-called Common
Technology Elements, and describe how and where to apply them in con-
text of connected vehicles by making a reference to a generic architecture.
This allows developers to easily find solutions to common problems and
reduces the development effort by providing concrete, trustworthy solu-
tions. The whole approach and classification scheme is illustrated based
on one example security pattern.

Keywords: Security · Safety · Privacy · Design Patterns · Automated
Systems · Connected Vehicles.
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1 Introduction

At the moment, security issues are rarely considered at the initial stages of
system development in Automotive. With the new software and communication
functionality required to make connected cars active, security gets more and
more important in the Automotive domain. With the integration of wireless
communication functionality into vehicles, new security threats appear, which
have to be considered in concept and design phases.

For providing security designs, security architects want to indicate which
specific security mechanisms are needed not focusing on the implementation.
Therefore, a set of security design patterns is needed, that define abstract secu-
rity mechanisms and specify its fundamental characteristics [10]. Security pat-
terns have been introduced around 20 years ago, inspired by design patterns [5]
and are intended to be used by non-security experts. The solution is security
patterns which serve as a means of bridging the gap between developers and
security experts.

While these security patterns, along with security solutions, such as encryp-
tion and secure network protocols, helped to improve many software systems, the
unique architecture of automotive systems require extended and adapted design
strategies. In Automotive, security needs differ from traditional computing-based
systems due to the specific performance constraints and requirements imposed
by a vehicle’s architecture and communication infrastructure [3]. Further, secu-
rity vulnerabilities often have consequences to safety where security exploits can
lead to hazardous consequences.

The European H2020 ECSEL project SECREDAS4 has the objective to ad-
vance the development of autonomous systems by incorporating high security
and privacy protection while preserving functional-safety and operational per-
formance. The challenge in the project is that a lot of partners coming from
different domains provide extensive knowledge that has to be collected, harmo-
nized and made accessible. In order to efficiently provide solutions to advance
existing architectures with security and privacy mechanisms, in SECREDAS,
design patterns are used to describe security, privacy and safety design solutions
and best practices applicable for connected vehicles. However, the focus is on
security patterns, which represent the biggest subgroup of the developed design
patterns and are subject to discussion in this paper. Hence, the terms design
pattern and security pattern can be seen as identical in this work. The security
patterns are based on existing technologies, so-called Common Technology El-
ements (CTEs), that provide security functions. The idea is to use well-known
design solutions and existing tools and techniques rather than inventing solu-
tions from scratch, which would be risky because of the likelihood of design and
coding flaws. CTEs are for example firewalls, authentication and authorization
or transport layer security (TLS). The idea of CTEs is that they are known
technologies already available in the market (starting from technology readiness
level (TRL) 7) that can be used and adapted to be usable in connected vehicles

4 https://secredas.eu/
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architecture. So for example, a firewall can be a security pattern but software
that implements this security pattern is already available at the market and we
refer to those existing technologies as security-related CTEs. In that sense, one
might think of the concept as ”already industrialized” security patterns which
extend security patterns towards the industrial regime. The usage of CTEs in ve-
hicle architectures, where they are not frequently applied at the moment, are our
security patterns. This includes also combinations of several CTEs. For example,
a security pattern can describe how to use CTEs authentication, cryptographic
libraries and secure elements together to secure a Vehicle-2-X (V2X) communica-
tion, or a security pattern can be an authentication protocol for authentication of
mobile devices in vehicle architectures. All in all, these security patterns describe
best practices, protocol and design solutions or guidelines for the application of
CTEs in the context of autonomous systems. The basis for the design patterns
is the broad knowledge from the numerous SECREDAS partners and existing
security patterns. Over the last few years, the number of security patterns has
increased considerably. Although this situation is beneficial, it is now difficult to
select appropriate security patterns from the large pool of existing patterns and
to understand the consequences of its application, in particular, when choosing
between patterns that address the same problem [20]. Grouping design patterns
is important to facilitate the selection process. A classification organizes pat-
terns into groups of patterns that share common properties such as application
domain or a particular purpose [10]. Security patterns can be grouped into many
categories based on multiple classification techniques, such as life cycle phase or
the problem they are attempting to solve. In SECREDAS, the design patterns
are classified according to their applicability in context of connected vehicles.
Hence, the classification scheme is not applicable in general but supports solu-
tion architects for connected vehicles. In order to see the applicability of design
patterns, a generic reference architecture has been developed. Security patterns
are linked to this generic reference architecture to see for which systems and
components the design patterns can be applied. Our approach helps solution ar-
chitects to select security and privacy patterns as the link to a generic technical
architecture describes where they can be applied. Further, an appropriate or-
ganization scheme is needed to manage and apply the knowledge from partners
coming from various domains.

This work aims to assist automotive software and systems engineers in adopt-
ing and using technologies (nearly) available on the market. We structurally de-
pict how design patterns are related to essential elements of the complex auto-
motive context and the logic the users might follow when selecting the patterns.
In contrast to higher-level categorizations, we build on the familiarity of the in-
tended pattern users with the automotive industry context and typical use cases
of connected vehicles. To note, this familiarity is a facilitator to effectively select
the patterns, but is not a pre-requisite. The paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 summarizes related work regarding security patterns, their classification
and security patterns in the Automotive domain. In Section 3, our approach
is described including the concept of CTEs, the generic reference architecture
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and the security pattern template we use. Section 4 demonstrates the approach
based on an example design pattern. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the actual
achievements and an outlook of the next steps.

2 Related Work

2.1 Security pattern catalogues

Several security pattern catalogs have emerged, and the security pattern com-
munity has produced significant contributions. There are various collections of
security design patterns including surveys and overviews about papers. In [11],
for example, the authors describes several security patterns differentiated by
structural and procedural patterns. The focus is on information security for web
applications. The collection of patterns is called security patterns repository and
consists of 26 patterns and 3 mini-patterns. Yoshioka et al. [21] provide a survey
of approaches to security patterns including representation, classification, secu-
rity pattern repositories, quality analysis and development methodology. The
authors state that guidance for developers is needed for selecting the appropri-
ate patterns. With the new requirements on privacy, also privacy design patterns
have been developed the last years. Privacy can be seen as one aspect of secu-
rity and also becomes important for the Automotive domain as there are many
new applications in which private data has to be protected (e.g. state of health
applications). There are privacy design patterns for protecting privacy [7], [14],
providing privacy transparency [18], and privacy design strategies and survey [9].
In [2], the authors propose a taxonomy of types of relationships that describe
relationships between privacy patterns. The taxonomy is analyzed based on ex-
isting privacy patterns. Therefore, the authors provide an overview of privacy
design pattern collections in their related work.

2.2 Organization of security patterns

A main contribution of this paper is the organization of security patterns and
providing an appropriate template in the context of connected vehicles. This
differs from other approaches that provide security patterns for various domains.
The basis for our security patterns are existing technologies. In [5], the authors
describe an approach for expressing security patterns, built on a set of reusable
and well-known security building blocks. They claim that ”security patterns can
be improved by building them on top of recurring security building blocks”.
The building blocks differ from the SECREDAS CTEs (building blocks). In
SECREDAS, we use existing security mechanisms (e.g. firewall), whereas in this
paper the building blocks are data specific security building blocks (e.g. data
types, creation of data, data storage).

Proper organization of patterns is needed for users to find the appropriate
pattern for their design. One aspect of pattern organization is classification, i.e.
grouping the patterns into small, correlated sets. A good classification scheme
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facilitates selection of appropriate patterns as users can find a pattern that solves
their particular problem more easily [8]. In [20], the authors present a selection
approach for security patterns based on security requirements. Their formalized
approach is based on a goal-oriented requirements language and Prolog rules
and finds the most suitable security patterns based on requirements. In [12],
the authors survey major contributions in the field of security design patterns
and assesses their quality in the context of an established classification. They
authors define a set of desirable properties as well as a template for expressing
them. They propose a template based on existing templates. In [10], the authors
summarize different classification schemes for security patterns and propose a
new classification scheme based on Microsoft organizing table integrated with
performance, implementation cost and security degree. Hafiz et al. [8] describe
various classification schemes, analyze them and propose an alternative pattern
organization methodology based on threat model and application context. They
state that ”there is no proper organization of security patterns. Several schemes
for organizing the patterns have been used so far, but all of these approaches fall
short of successfully organizing all the security patterns [8]”. In SECREDAS,
we follow this proposal and organize security patterns based on the application
context of system functions of connected vehicles. The system functions and its
extension with security patterns is illustrated based on a reference architecture.

2.3 Security patterns in Automotive

Security patterns are well-known in some domains; however, in Automotive and
the field of connected cars security is rather new for developers and solution
architects. References regarding security patterns in this domain is rare. In [1],
security issues in connected cars are described. They describe that three areas
can be distinguished for security threats: the in-vehicle network and communi-
cation gateway, mobile device and the cloud infrastructure. All three areas are
represented in the SECREDAS technical reference architecture and are hence
part of the classification scheme. In [15], the NHTSA published security best
practices for modern vehicles. This includes general cybersecurity guidance for
the vehicle development process and documentation (e.g. ’penetration testing
and documentation’, ’limit access in production devices’) as well as some design
and implementation best practices, e.g. ’log events’ or ’control wireless inter-
faces’. Cheng et al. [3] summarize some security patterns and security principles
applicable for Automotive and introduces two security design patterns, namely
Signature based IDS and Blacklist. Further, the authors extended common fields
of design pattern templates with parameters specific for Automotive. McAfee
[13] published a white paper summarizing security best practices for Automo-
tive. They summarize some practices for hardware, software, network and cloud
security. Further, the security development lifecycle and supply chain security
are discussed. In [6], the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA)
published a report for security practices for smart cars. This comprehensive re-
port contains threats and attack scenarios as well as security measures and good
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practices, both organizational and technical, and builds a good basis for our
security patterns.

3 Security pattern organization for connected vehicles

Some authors point to the lack of a good security pattern catalog and method-
ology as likely reasons not using security patterns [5]. Hence, the organization of
security patterns and the provided information is very important. We want to
assist automotive software and systems engineers in adopting and using available
technologies and structurally depict how design patterns are related to essential
elements of the complex automotive context and the logic the users might follow
when selecting the patterns. In addition to the technical requirements, we have
to consider some constraints of the project. One important requirement is the
management of knowledge from various partners coming from different domains.
Those partners have a wide range of knowledge, which has to be made accessible
to various partners having different background. Organizing security patterns
based on limited context helps to provide and to find the appropriate security
patterns. To enable contextualized choices, we relate patterns to the technical
contexts of connected cars. Positioning in the technical context helps to high-
light the functionality that design patterns address. Further, we plan to extend
the contextualization by providing also information of business and customer
context.

We first collected the design patterns based on an agreed template (see section
3.3). To define an appropriate categorization that splits patterns into sets, we
classified patterns as a solution to a problem in a context. Therefore, the design
patterns are related to a generic reference architecture for connected vehicles
(cp. section 3.2) to see for which systems and components the security patterns
can be applied. This represents the context of the security patterns. The relation
indicates the intended systems, components and communication channels that
can be extended with the design pattern functionality to make those parts more
secure or privacy enhanced. This categorization helps to find appropriate security
patterns from the pattern catalog. As the SECREDAS security patterns differ
from security patterns from related work by using existing technologies (CTEs),
the security pattern also has a relation to CTEs. In SECREDAS, a design pattern
describes the usage of CTEs (cp. section 3.1) and the use and interaction with
domain specific technical solutions. This allows developers to easily find solutions
to common problems, which they can reuse and adapt to their specific needs.
The linkage of design patterns with CTEs will further reduce the development
effort due to the provision of concrete, trustworthy solutions, which have been
already applied in an industrial context. They include for example security and
privacy best practices, protocol and architecture specifications or guidelines for
the application of CTEs. The connection of security design patterns, CTEs and
reference architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Security Pattern Organization

3.1 Common Technology Elements

SECREDAS design patterns use building blocks that are called Common Tech-
nology Elements (CTEs). One main objective in the project is the improvement
of a number of CTEs and thereby avoid redundancies and support cooperative
developments between the different domains addressed. This means that tech-
nical solutions solving similar problems in the different domains are gathered,
adapted and if necessary, adapted cooperatively by partners having their main
expertise in different industries. We define Common Technology Elements as fol-
lows.

Common Technology Elements (CTEs) are domain independent technologies
(implementations, mathematical models, specifications, processes, etc.) realized
in existing systems (starting from TRL 7). Within SECREDAS, CTEs are re-
lated to safety, security, privacy protection. Examples are cryptographic libraries,
hardware anchors for secure key storage, communication networks and protocols
or existing security products like a firewall, trusted execution environments or
blockchain. CTEs are the basis for CTE Improvements in SECREDAS.

CTE Improvements developed in SECREDAS are safety, security, privacy
solutions (starting from TRL 3, mostly TRL 3-5). These solutions can be eval-
uations, adaptations, or enhancements of CTEs for a different application or
domain.

The CTE description contains a definition of the CTE, technical aspects that
are covered with the CTE, an overview about the state-of-the-art including some
links to existing tools and specifications and a list of improvements that will be
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done during the project to be applicable for connected vehicles. An overview
about the CTE structure, exemplified with CTE firewall, is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. CTE structure

CTEs are not limited to concrete implementations but can also contain best
practices and protocol specifications. The CTEs are the starting point for the de-
velopment of design patterns in SECREDAS, where design principles and best
practices are combined and implementation recommendations for the correct
use of CTEs are given. The available CTEs within SECREDAS and their in-
tended fields of application will be gathered. Extensions and new developments
are carried out according to the functional requirements derived from their use
in the proposed design patterns. Those extensions will be constantly tracked,
documented and linked to design patterns, where their application is described.

Based on the definition, design patterns are linked to CTEs and CTE im-
provements. The differentiation enables that design patterns can be developed
based on generic and already available technologies (e.g. SSH communication
protocol). These design patterns mainly describe how existing CTEs can be
combined and applied in a new domain, i.e. connected vehicles. On the other
hand, the linking to CTE improvements refers to design patterns that describe
the application of CTE improvements developed in SECREDAS and also reflect
requirements to existing CTEs.

3.2 Reference Architecture: Technology Aspect

Design patterns can be interrelated and discussed using the SECREDAS generic
reference architecture, which is a type of architectural guidance to assist and
constrains the instantiation of multiple architectures [16]. Relating patterns to
high-level system functionalities aims to assist shared understanding of the pat-
terns’ scope and their interconnections. Empowered by the reference architec-
ture, solution architects can make informed choices which design patterns to
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consider in their case. Figure 3 illustrates a technical view of the SECREDAS
reference architecture. At the core of it is a vehicle that interacts with trav-
elers (including the driver) and roadside infrastructure. Traveler(s) can have
mobile devices, such as a smart phone. Roadside infrastructure consists of Road-
side Units (RSU) and Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS). Sev-
eral communication channels can be established and used, including Vehicle-
to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
and Infrastructure-to-Everything (I2X). Figure 3 also includes Other Systems
that can for example correspond to the OEM infrastructure to do over-the-air
updates. An example of such a system is described in [19].

Fig. 3. Technical Reference Architecture

C-ITS: Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems, RSU: Road Side Unit, HMI:
Human-Machine Interface

Solution architects can consider design patterns in connection to their use
case and deploy needed security functionality. Figure 3 is an implementation-
agnostic figure that conceptualizes the relevant high-level functionality break-
down (sensing, processing, storing, communicating). Solution architects can in-
stantiate the technical reference architecture by reasoning along the following
lines:

– In a particular case, each system can occur 0, 1, or multiple times. As an
example, several external systems (Other systems), one or more vehicles and
no C-ITS clouds can be included.

– A functionality can be implemented in hardware or software; in one or mul-
tiple ECUs (Electronic Control Unit).

– Storage can be differentiated as tamper-resistant or not.
– Processing can take place in secure (or not) environments.
– Vehicle’s sensing can focus on: (1) the driver or (2) the outside world.

Some design patterns can benefit from an additional (but optional) functional
breakdown of the generalized functionality. Figure 4 provides such support. This
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structure is not obligatory, as SECREDAS design patterns are not required to
describe the degrees of processing or explicitly consider a high-tech product
topology. (Delegated) processing can also be in one or several ECUs.

Fig. 4. Functional Breakdown of in-vehicle topology

OBD: On-Board Diagnostics, CAN: Controller Area Network, TCU: Telematics
Control Unit, IVI: In-Vehicle Infotainment, ADAS: Advanced Driver-Assistance

Systems, SE: Secure Element.

3.3 Security Design Pattern Organization

The design patterns are developed using a bottom-up and a top-down approach.
The bottom-up approach uses known CTEs as a basis and creates design pat-
terns describing their intended and most efficient application. In the top-down
approach, common problems, which have to be solved in one of the domains
in SECREDAS, are defined and potential technical solutions are described in
form of design patterns. These design patterns can provide suggestions for new
common or domain specific CTEs or improvements of existing ones, which allow
their efficient implementation.

Design Pattern Definition. SECREDAS design patterns have additional
properties, compared to software patterns for example, as they are tailored to
project requirements in the context of connected cars. More precisely, they are
defined as follows.

A design pattern is a best-practice solution template for a specific technical
challenge allowing its efficient realization and verification. In SECREDAS, a
design pattern has the following properties:

– providing a generic, reusable solution template for a commonly occurring
security, privacy or safety problem within a given context

– domain independence; it can for example include hardware and software de-
signs as well as concepts on system level
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– providing a concept that is related to one or more CTEs

A design pattern is used as a guideline for

– solving a safety, security or privacy problem (top-down approach in SE-
CREDAS)

– using common technology elements (bottom-up approach in SECREDAS)

Design Pattern Template. The design pattern template provides a guideline
for design pattern developers to support describing their patterns. The elements
of the template have been specified based on existing pattern templates, such as
[17], and the project requirements. The project requirements makes it necessary
to have a relation to the technical reference architecture and the used technolo-
gies (CTEs). It is planned to extend the template to provide further information
to the design patterns by including the missing template fields proposed in [17].
These extensions are the dynamics (describing the behaviour in more detail), im-
plementation guidelines and variants of the pattern. Further planned extensions
are described in more detail in Section 5.

Design pattern name. The design pattern name should reflect the main
purpose of the design pattern and should be memorable and useful as a new
vocabulary for engineers doing the design.

Context. The context describes the relation of the design pattern to the
technical reference architecture. In this part, the components of the architec-
ture, which will be improved with the design pattern with regard to safety,
security or privacy, are marked. Hence, the marking indicates the design pattern
user which components can be improved when applying the design pattern. In
chapter 4 an example is shown. If needed, a short description about the context
should be given providing more details about the environment, at which level
of development the design pattern can be applied and the idea of the design
pattern (e.g. definition of an advanced communication protocol or validation of
data input).

Purpose. The purpose describes the intent of the pattern, i.e. what can be
achieved with the application of the design pattern. It should answers questions
like: What security problem is solved with this pattern or what is the motivation
for applying this pattern. For example, a purpose could be improved authenti-
cation for multiple vehicles for V2X communication.

Safety/Security/Privacy. This field indicates whether the pattern is re-
lated to safety, security, and/or privacy. It should also include a description of
which kind of attacks, hazards or privacy aspects can be detected, prevented
and/or mitigated.

Classification. The classification indicates whether the pattern describes a
concept, a system, a software or hardware solution. Examples are:

– Concept: a new architecture for safe sensor fusion
– System: adding a combination of hardware and software for authentication
– Software: application of advanced software algorithms for securing a com-

munication
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– Hardware: adding hardware to the system to protect a key

Related CTEs. In this part, the related CTEs are listed which are used
when the design pattern is applied. The relation of design pattern and CTEs
has already been described in more detail in the previous sections.

Preconditions. The preconditions describe all constraints and prerequisites
that must be considered so that the pattern can be successfully applied. For
example, the security algorithm is based on a TCP connection or the user must
install an app on a phone. If these conditions are not fulfilled, the pattern is not
applicable.

Design. The design shows an architectural picture of the design pattern. If
applicable, the picture includes the applied CTEs and any further additional
components and their relations. This is not possible for all design patterns but
nevertheless, the application of the CTE should be clear.

Additional components. Here, additional components that are needed to
apply the design pattern are described.

Required CTE improvements. The required CTE improvements refer to
the CTE improvements, which have to be developed, either within the project
or outside, so that the pattern can be applied correctly.

Output. The outputs after the application of the design pattern are listed.
This field can be seen as post condition of the pattern usage. For example, secure
V2X communication or privacy guarantee for authentication data.

Description. The description part specifies the design pattern in more de-
tail and includes the usage of single CTEs or their combined use. With this
description, it should become clear how the design pattern works (structure and
behaviour). As it should be applicable in different architectures, this part should
be generic, i.e. the description should be on a functional, tool independent level.

Example application(s). Within this field, applications of the design pat-
tern are illustrated. This can include:

– descriptions of pattern usages in different domains or applications
– specific implementations describing how the pattern is realized for a specific

purpose
– descriptions of how the pattern is applied in SECREDAS

Further Comments. Further notes, comments that have not been described
elsewhere.

Design Pattern Classification. In the first iteration of design pattern devel-
opment, 30 design patterns for security, privacy and safety have been collected,
whereat the most are related to security. One security pattern is illustrated in
section 4. Further examples of SECREDAS design patterns are:

– Automated Threat Detection and Vulnerability Management. This process
is mostly related to the collection of incidents and the correlation to common
vulnerabilities and exploits in order to execute various security tests.
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– Cryptographic Erasure. This design pattern applies to data processors (Vehi-
cle, RSUs, etc.) to enable data sanitization across distributed data storages.

– Digital Identity Management and Smart Profiling. This design pattern can
be applied to RSUs. The purpose is to manage digital identities through the
complete life cycle and to monitor access roles. This includes for example
controlling access privileges or to integrate password management across
multiple authentication resources.

– Health Data Exchange. This design pattern aims to provide reliable, secure
access to accurate healthcare information about the driver to be used for
fitness-to-drive check while considering privacy aspects.

– Mutual Authentication. The purpose of this security pattern is to establish
robust identification and authentication processes by enabling mandatory
mutual authentication for external communication channels (e.g. V2X).

– Secure Embedded Networks. The main goal is the supervision of an embed-
ded network system from a central instance using ’access tickets’ that allow
flexible design of the policy environment during the whole life cycle.

– End-to-End security for Constrained Devices. The purpose is to enable resource-
constrained devices to use certificate-based cryptography to secure commu-
nication, notably with external 3rd-party clouds.

– In-vehicle Network Intrusion Detection. The goal of this security pattern is
to find attempts to tamper with the vehicle operation through manipulation
of the in-vehicle bus.

– Virtualized Embedded System. The usage of a virtual machine monitor,
or so-called hypervisor, enforces a stricter separation between individual
tasks/processes, as well as the access to the underlying hardware. This de-
sign pattern improves safety and security aspects on embedded devices by
using hypervisor technologies.

Based on the design pattern collection, the patterns are grouped to help
pattern users to find the right pattern for their scope. The design patterns are
grouped as follows:

– Vehicle connectivity. Vehicle connectivity covers design patterns that im-
prove the external communication of vehicles and all other systems in the
technical reference architecture.

– In-vehicle network. Design patterns related to in-vehicle network cover in-
vehicle network including the internal communication, gateways as well as
all processing and storing components.

– Sensing. Design patterns related to sensing include RSU sensing, vehicle
sensing, driver-related sensing and traveler’s device sensing.

– Connected systems. This group includes design patterns that focus on im-
proving the systems connected to vehicles. These systems are RSU, C-ITS
cloud, other systems and traveler’s device.

– Storing. Design patterns related to storing improve storages. They can be re-
lated to a storage of one system, e.g. in-vehicle storages, or they can improve
storages in general, independent of the system.
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– Processing. Processing design patterns improve processing units of all sys-
tems in the technical reference architecture.

Based on this structure, design patterns can be selected. For example, if
a user wants to improve the communication of a vehicle, the user can look
to the vehicle connectivity design patterns. For all design pattern groups, the
involved components in the technical reference architecture are marked. If a
design pattern improves more than one part of the architecture, it can be assigned
to several groups (e.g. vehicle connectivity and the in-vehicle network).

Having the first security pattern collection, the next steps are to harmonize
the patterns, extend the template, extend the list of design pattern and improve
patterns based on feedback and experiences with the application of the pattern.
More information regarding the next steps is given in section 5 and an example
security pattern is illustrated in the next section.

4 Security pattern: Separation of Networks

In this section, the approach described in Section 3 is illustrated with one secu-
rity pattern. On the one hand, this should help to understand the approach and
on the other hand, it can be seen what kind of design patterns are developed in
SECREDAS.

Name: DP18 Separation of networks
Context: This design pattern is applicable to in-vehicle networks. It can be
applied between processing components (controllers) that are connected with
a bus system. Figure 5 shows that the network for ’assessing situation’ and
’supervising’ is separated (marked with boxes around the components).

Fig. 5. Context of Design Pattern: Separation of network

Purpose: Prevent security attacks to further components in case one compo-
nent is hacked.
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Safety/Security/Privacy Protection: Prevention and mitigation of security
attacks. This pattern should prevent manipulation of information and denial of
services attacks on critical functions (e.g. automated driving functions) in the
vehicle.
Classification: Software pattern.
Related CTEs: CTE-12 Firewall.
Preconditions: This design pattern can be applied if there are several con-
trollers connected with a bus system.
Design: The design is pictured in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Design Pattern Separation of network

Additional components: No additional components needed.
Required CTE improvements: Standard firewall mechanisms can be used.
However, the firewall functions have to be implemented for the appropriate op-
erating system and bus system. Further, real-time requirements have to be con-
sidered.
Output: Secure critical controllers (e.g. driving controller) from attacks through
limitation of network access between controllers.
Description: Controllers are separated via a firewall so that no security attack
is possible to the components behind the firewall. This ensures if one controller
is hacked, other controllers are not automatically hacked as well (see Figure 6).
This can be applied for example for separating high level controllers, that are
responsible for communication with other systems (e.g. RSU, C-ITS), and driv-
ing controllers, where an external control can have hazardous consequences.
Applied CTEs: CTE-12 Firewall: The firewall controls the data traffic and
based on defined rules, data packets are accepted or not. Not allowed data ac-
cess (e.g. from external sources) is prohibited.
Example application(s): In order to secure the driving controller, in which
a security exploit can have hazardous consequences, a firewall is setup before
the driving controller. The firewall allows only communication from predefined
sources. Hence, only registered sensors and communication devices are allowed
to send messages to the driving controller. This reduces the risk that the driving
controller is externally controlled by an attacker.
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Further Comments: No further comments.

This security pattern shows how the design patterns are described in SE-
CREDAS. The relation to the CTEs describes how existing technologies can
be used for automated vehicles. The CTE can also be seen as variable part of
the design pattern which changes over time as tools and methods are improved.
In the pattern presented above, the CTE firewall is used. This CTE describes
different aspects of a firewall solution to be used for secure communication to
address threat detection, prevention and auditability of the on-board domain.
Aspects that are covered are Packet Filtering, Packet Inspection, Logging and
Intrusion Detection. There are several evaluations and improvements done for
this CTE to be applicable for automated systems and specially connected ve-
hicles. For example, shortcomings of existing firewall technologies are analyzed
and possible solutions are suggested. Challenges can for example be the real-time
requirement for safety related messages.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the authors presented a work-in-progress approach for collecting
security design patterns for automated systems, specially connected cars. The
approach differs from other security pattern repositories in two main points.
First, the context of application is limited and hence, tailored for connected
vehicles. This enables to provide specialized design patterns for this context.
Second, the design patterns are based on existing technologies, called CTEs.
The linkage of design patterns with CTEs reduces the development effort by
providing concrete, trustworthy solutions. After the first iteration, a collection
of 30 security and privacy design patterns exists which will be extended until the
SECREDAS project ends. Further, the template is currently reworked to pro-
vide more information about the pattern. Mainly, the tradeoff of the patterns
should become more explicit and clear. It’s a challenge to find an appropriate
way for describing the benefits of a pattern, its liabilities and hence, its tradeoff.
For describing the benefits, the provided security should be outlined by inform-
ing about the reduced threats and attack potentials. In return, the costs (e.g.
implementation effort or material costs) to be expected represent the liabilities.
However, we plan to extend the template with the following fields.

– Principles. Principles denote a basic guideline for designing secure systems.
Security and privacy principles are part of the reference architecture and will
be connected to the design patterns.

– Customer context. The customer context indicates which stakeholders can
apply the pattern.

– Business architecture. The business architecture describes which types of
companies (e.g. OEM or service supplier) might apply the design pattern.

– Provided security. This field describes the provided security based on several
factors. It is planned that Common Criteria [4] is used for the determination
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of the security. Common Criteria defines five factors that have to be rated,
and based on the rated values a security class can be determined.

– Reduced threats. This field should provide information about the threats
that are reduced with the security pattern.

– Cost factor. The cost factor summarizes all efforts and costs that have to be
considered when applying the pattern.

– Status. This field indicates the status of the design pattern realization. Is
this pattern available only as concept or is also an implementation available
that can be evaluated? How far is the implementation?

– Related design patterns. Here, relations to other design patterns will be
described such as in [2] for privacy design patterns.

– Usage Guidelines. This field provides information about lessons learned by
applying the pattern. This can also include examples for incorrect applica-
tion.

– Constraints. Constraints describe existing limitations for applying this pat-
tern. This can be timing constraints, environmental or technical constraints.

The next steps will be the definition of the new fields and the update of
the patterns according to the new template. Further, new design patterns will
be added to the pattern collection. The extended list of design pattern will be
harmonized and feedback of the applications will be considered for improving
the pattern catalog.
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